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Long-range magnetic impurities in y-MnCu alloys 
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AbshcL y-Mn a l l v  show a host of antifemmagnetic phase adnsitioiu RecenUy 
it has b z n  suggested that the alloy disorder Q- thew phase admitions by lccally 
adpping ‘islands’ of non-mllinear spin density. Practical mpcrimental studies of this 
passibility have previously been reponed in the litemure, employing magnetic diffuse 
scattering. Although basic agreement -uas obtained for some alloys, y-Mnl-=Cu, 
ahibiled spenacular &e& which have far pwen rather d i f f i ~ l t  U) apkaim so- 
called ‘giant staggered momens’. W prrreot a model which successiUlly predicls the 
magnetic diffuse scattering and BIplains the special behaviour obrerved in y-Mnl-,Cu. 
as arising from the local dustering of mppcr impurities. 

y-Mn alloys [l] are facecentred cubic, and as such have additional antiferromagnetic 
ordering degeneracies due to the geomeuic frustration inherent in the facecentred 
cubic lattice 121. The existence of this additional degeneracy has been used to 
successfully explain the host of antiferromagnetic phase. transitions in these systems. 
Phases of different crystal symmetry are interpreted as multiple-Q states with varying 
numbers of m p e t i c  spin-components simultaneously present 131. Although the 
fact of phase transitions between different multiple-Q states seems established, the 
cause remains unresolved. Previous attempts at explanations have involved weruge 
properties of the system, such as the raising of the chemical potential leading to 
nesting instabilities [4] or the smooth changing of a parameter in the mode1 as in the 
four-spin exchange model of Jo IS]. Recently a new idea has surfaced, that the effect 
might be driven by the inhomogeneity and is spatially very miable in magnitude. 

A picture based upon local impurities which trap a small quantity of a new 
antiferromagnetic phase has been proposed [q, with long-range coherence being 
caused by interactions between impurities on some longer lengthscale. Although the 
short-range characteristics of this model successfully explained the magnetic dl&lse 
scattering in cubic y-Mn,-,Ni, alloys 161, the doping for this case is too great for 
us to have faith in the independence of impurities. It seems more natural to ask 
questions in the much lower-doped alloys, where one might anticipate observing 
isolated impurities and testing the internal consistency and predictive p w e r  of the 
model. Due to the existence of the phase transitions, most studies of y-Mn,-,Ni, 
crystals have centred on the high doping regions, but for the case. of y-Mn,_,Cu,, 
large single crystals with modest, i.e. about IO%, concentrations of impurities have 
been studied with diffuse scattering [7l. The results are spectacular: clustering of 
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copper atoms occurs very strongly mer a fairly long lengthscale and associated with 
this clustering is a much longer-range antiferromagnetic impurity assoCiated with the 
original magnetic symmetry, but pep"iculu to the original quantization direction. 

At fust sight this result might appear to support the idea of trapped local non- 
collinear impurities, but there are severe interpretational diiilculties. Fm$, the basic 
idea is that locally some of a secondary phase k trapped. This second phase is 
associated with scattering at new recipmcal space points which are related to the 
original by point-group symmetries, whereas the observed scattering OWNS at the 
original scattering centres. The scattering is "des' away from where it would naively 
be expected A second related problem, i$ that the basic Symmeoy of our distortions 
must be different to that of the ground state. The reason for this is subtle, but for most 
simple cam the point-group symmetry of the impurity is ditferent to the ground state. 
In practice, non-collinear scattering acactry on the original Bragg spot corresponds 
to rotating all the spins together. This process is irrelevant in our model, which 
remaim isotropic in the presence of the impurities, and we require a spontaneous 
breaking of a different type of symmetry. We might have tried to search for a new 
type of impurity which could cant the quantization axis, but the present analysis of 
the longer-range aspects to our impurities successfully resolves these problems. 

We elect to use the classical Heisenberg model for simplicity, but we include a 
parameter, 2, whose existence can be attributed to the tetragonal distortion 

h e r e  we assume that there is a unique collinear ground state, the first summation 
includes all anti-parallel bonds and the second summation includes all parallel bonds. 
The magnetic state which is stable fhds alternating planes of 'up' and 'down' moments 
as we travel parallel to the z axis. This state is magnetoelastically 'self-trapped', in 
the sense that this state gains more magnetic energy from bonds between momens 
on neighbouring layers than between moments in the same layer, and so a small 
tetragonal distortion is induced by the magnetoelastic coupling in order to strengthen 
the antiparallel bonds at the expense of the parallel bonds, thereby unfrustrating 
the system. This modification to the bonds is controlled by our parameter 2, which 
should be less than unity. Experimentally, additional copper reduces the size of the 
tetragonal distortion 181, and so we ought to consider the consequences of increasing 
z in OUT model (over and above some unknown starting value). 
We are interested in mn-collinear distortions, and we have found that coplanar 

distortions are almost invariably the most stable. We therefore restrict attention to 
planar rotations, allowing each spin to be described by an angle, aj  say. In this 
representation we find 

This problem is still rather aicky to treat exactIy, but by restricting attention to the 
moment at which an impurity becomes stable and the distortion is infinitesimal, we 
can effectively linearize the problem. We can then let @ + Q, + 6 where 6 is the 
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infinitesimal change, and then 

where Z- and Z, are the mordination numbers of antiparallel and parallei 
neighbours respectively (Z- = 8 and Z+ = 4 for facecentred cubic). f o r  the 
pure system we have mnslational symmetry and so we can transform to reciprocal 
space 

where yk+ are the relevant normalized structure factors (for facecentred cubic, 
yk- = +(c1 + 4 / 2  and ykt = c ,q ,  in terms of ci = ms(aki)). We now clearly 
recognize a linear problem with an associated dispersion 

e& = ( J S 2 / 2 )  [ z- ( 1 - r k -  ) - +z+(1- 7k+)]  (5) 

from which we can define Green's functions, allowing us to solve problems with local 
impurities present. 

One might presume that the dispersion we derive is simply the spin-wave 
dispersion, but this is simply not true, there being 110 obvious relationship between 
the two concepts. Indeed, our dispersion is quadratic as k -t 0, in mntrast to the 
linear spin-wave dispersion law. ?hi fact is quite crucial to our explanation of the 
diffuse magnetic scattering. 

We now move on to impurity calculations. The way we introduce paramagnetic 
impurities into the model B simply to 'cut' all the bonds to the relevant impurities 
and to henceforth ignore the dangling moment The impurity potential is just 

(6) 

where NhP is the number of impurities and jhP denote their positions. It is 
straightforward to construct reciprocal space Green's functions from our dispersion, 
then to transform them into real space, combme them with the impurity potential 
and thence find the Green's functions for the system with the impurities included. 
Usually what one then does is to determine any bound states that the impurities 
might trap, but for us we must Simulluneom& demand that any distortion must be 
infinitesimal. In practice, we must isolate the bound states at zero energy, by choosing 
x to be the specific value at which a bound state first becomes stable, xc say. There 
is one technical dithculty: The existence of a host of irrelevant impurity states at zero 
energy. The states associated with the free spins can be extracted analytically and the 
Goldstone modes can be avoided with care. We can quite easily deduce the value 
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of xc for any small cluster of impurities and further deduce the wavefunction of the 
bound state uj which satisfies 

for a local basis on which HhP is invertible. The fural technical requirement from 
our calculation is to deduce the form of the dffuse scattering. This can be shown to 
be proportional to 

in reciprocal space, where Q is the position of the Bragg scattering from the 
original magnetism and uk is the Fourier transform of the bound-state wavefunction. 
Admittedly, we have ignored the important fact that neutrons only scatter off 
moments perpendicular to the direction of momentum transfer, but we are dominantly 
interested in the region of a Bra& spot which is extinguished for this very reason, 
and so any transverse moments wiU automatically be orthogonal to the momentum 
transfer. 

Fmt of all we analyse the role o€ xc in the model. Obviously, the smaller zc the 
more stable the impurity. ?b set the scene we quote the results tha: 

(i) for an isolated impurity the lowest values of xc are 0.955465 and 0.97893J; 
(ii) for two impurities one above the other in next-nearest-neighbour z-planes the 

lowest values of zS are a861155,0.%9445 and 0.970885; 
(iii) for two impurities neighbouring each other in the same r-plane the lowest 

values of xc are 0.87.5985 and 0.91204J; 

For most three-dimensional models, only the impurities with the strongest 
potentials would be bound, but for our nearest-neighbour Heisenberg Hamiltonian 
on the facecentred cubic lattice, there is additional degeneracy which reduces the 
effective dimensionality to two, thereby guaranteeing bund-s ta t s  

We can understand these results quite readily in terms of the two natural 
sublattices. All three choices put the impurities onto the same sublattice. The induced 
&tortion is then almost wholly contained within the other sublattice. The reason 
is that neighbouring moments parallel to the original orientation of the impurity 
momeEt have an increased field maintaining their original direction, but neighbouring 
moments antiparallel to the original orientation of the impurity moment lose an 
antiparallel neighbour which alters the balance between the parallel and antiparallel 
forces weakening the field holding the moments in place. We can view planes of 
moments without impurities as being susceptible to trapping non-mllinear moments. 
Lwking at the single impurity, we can interpret the two values of zc as being bonding 
and anti-bonding mixtures of transverse distortions trapped in the planes above and 
below the impurity. The xc for a single plane is then around 0.975. Xvo impurities 
m the same plane yield a similar bonding and antibonding combination with zc for a 
single plane being about 0.95. The two impurities on next-nearest-neighbour planes 
have hree neighbouring planes, with the intermediate plane yielding the strongly 
bound xc and the two external planes yielding a weaker bonding and anti-bonding 
combination around 0.975. This way of interpreting the values of zc is su'prisiigly 
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powerful, classifying quite exotic clusters by the particular mnEguration of impurities 
which neighbour the dosest pure planes. 

Now let us mnsider the physical consequences of these results for y-Mn,-,Cu=. 
For pure y-Mn the c / a  ratio is reduced by about 6% and increases to unity with 
increasing mpper doping [SI. The expected value of I will therefore increase from its 
starting value towards unity with copper concentration. Due to the fact that atomic 
overlaps are exponential, we might naively expect that the variation in z muld  be 
faster than that m c /a ,  and so variations of larger than 6% might be anticipated. This 
would m turn suggest that the passibility of a single m p p r  atom trapping a transverse 
distortion is small but that a pair of nearby impurities might be able to do it. It is 
consequently possible that a ’phase uansition’, where the majority of the isolated 
impurities pick up moments, can be mnceived of, as a €unction of increasing copper 
mncentration. It should be borne in mind that this assertion is pure conjecture. 

The actual value that zC takes up is dominantly mntroUed by the few spins actualay 
neighbouring the impurity, whereas the magnetic diffuse scattering is dominated by 
the longer-range tails of the non-collinear impurities which make little contribution to 
the energetics. Before we move onto an interpretation of what one might expect from 
the magnetic d&e scattering off our impurities, firstly we will simply present some 
of the results. In figure 1 we plot the magnetic diffuse profile for the three particular 
impurity clusters that we have so far considered. The most obvious feature is that 
the fust two mnligurations, which are more likely to be relewnt for anti-clustering 
impurities, yield scattering as expected at the positions where the new phase appears, 
whereas for the third configuration, more relevant to clustering systems, there is a 
huge peak centred on the existing position of the magnetic B r a g  scattering. The 
pint-group symmetries of all three clusters are different from the ground state, 
with the first two being antisymmetric under 90” rotations and the third being 
antisymmetric under 180° rotations. We have the scattering h the correct place, 
but not quite of the required form. 

There are two things to grasp immediately: why sometimes we find a huge peak 
at the original magnetic Bragg spot and secondly why sometimes we do not. It is 
quite easy to understand the peak physically: there are zero-energy excitations at the 
Bragg spot and at no other place in the Briliouin mne. The long-range characteristics 
of the distortion are controlled by these low-energy modes, and therefore the long- 
range contribution is expected to be peaked at this position. The kck of this scattering 
depends on whether or not symmeby requirements eliminate it. In equation (S), the 
denominator loob like k4 as X: + 0. The numerator has a form mntrolled by 
symmetry. The constant term always vanishes, and the leading-order contribution 
is either quadratic - (k, f k,)* for a single reflection symmetry (as in the thud 
configuration), or quartic - (kz, - for ‘square’ symmetry (as in the first two 
cases). For reflection symmetry we have a quadratic (but integrable) divergence, 
while for ‘square’ symmetry we have smooth bebaviour. It should be remembered 
here that this argument is totally different for spin waves, which are linear at low 
energies. 

One feature that is worth stressing, is the fact that a comparison between the single 
impurity and the pair of impurities in next-nearest-neighbour planes, immediately 
establishes that the scattering is much sharper for the isolated impurity (see figure 1). 
The reason for this is the different values of zc. The excitation gap to the new type of 
phase which is being locally trapped is just E ~ , ,  for us = 4JSZ(1-z), and so values of 
zc closer to unity have a smaller gap. A smaller gap means a longer-range distortion 
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Figmm L Magnetic d i f fw scattering profiles of 
&e z-y plane pasring ulrough the point (0,OJ). 
The 2, y and i axes in Rcipmcal space are in 
units d (=/a) and the I axis in the picture ir the 
intensity ci scdflering in physically arbitrary units. 
(a) A single wlatcd impurity. (b) l!w impurities 
in nm-nearert-neighbour panes, one direaly abovc 
the other. (c) lWo nearest-neighbour impurities in 
the Same piane. 

and a sharper reciprocal-space peak. As the concentration of copper is increased, the 
increase in z ought to provide a sharpening of the magnetic diffuse scattering around 
the reciprocal-space points corresponding to the additional degenerate phases. 

Bperimentally m, there is no evidence of our asymmetric peak, whkk might be 
viewed as a weakness in the theory, but if the theory is considered more carefully, 
this defect disappears. XI verify this we analyse a mmpact cluster of four atoms, 
each nearest neighbours to the other three. ’Ihe two nearest pure planes are above 
and below, and we would expect a pair of bonding and anti-bonding states close to 
z = 0.9J. In fact, the local symmetly of the impurities means that they do not couple 
and so we find a doubly degenerate solution at zc = 0.891857.T. Since we have two 
transverse spin directions, we can occupy both impurity states independently, and 
then we find the scattering depicted in figure 2 ’Ihere is now no asymmetry, and we 
can see that the superposition of impurities with different symmetries will ‘fill in the 

Obviously, the divergence that we find is not physical, and arises from our 
omission of the spin-lattice coupling. In transition metals the spin-orbit interaction 
is several orders of magnitude smaller than the direct antiferromagnetic interactions 
and although it cuts off the divergence, it would only be expected to dominate very 
close to the origin, and certainly closer to the origin than where we have artificially 
cut off our calculations. 

In conclusion, we have been able to predict the observed relationship between 

gaps’. 
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profile of the zy plane passing thmugh the point (U,O,l), for the two magnetic impurities 
bound to the =me four nuclear impurities 'Ab have assumed that the two magnetic 
impurities ale perpendicular both 10 the Bngg moments and to each other. 

nuclear diffuse scattering and magnetic diffuse scattering found in y-Mnl-,Cu,[7J. 
The clustering found in -pMn,-,Cu, ensures that there will be a preponderance of 
non-colhear impurities bound to planes with nearest-neighbour mpper atoms, and 
therefore a large amount of scattering near the original magnetic Bragg spots. The 
situation in r-Mn,-,Ni, may be quite different however, since one would anticipate 
isolated impurities to dominate, and the local Symmey of isolated non-collinear 
impurities does not peak at the original Bragg spot. 

We will provide a more detailed description of the generic behaviour expected 
from our model in a separate article. Simultaneously, we will deal with the fact 
that our model has udditional symmetry, making it effectively two-dimensional, by 
allowing next-nearest-neighbour interactions. This complication also eliminates all 
ground states except type I, which is experimentally a requirement and ignored in the 
present article. 

Much appreciation to 0 Moze and T J Hicks (whom I have never met), because 
of their tenacity and skill in continuing their experiments on these theoretically 
fascinating materials. 

B D Rainford should also be acknowledged for introducing all of us to these 
problems and for mining the phrase 'giant staggered moments' which nicely describes 
the physical effect. 
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